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e security
policy, the security agents verify all
court orders which permit law en-
forcement officers to wiretap.

Bell officials here said the security
agents are usually the only ones who"
verify court orders.

AT&T’s Coming said in New York
that company policy requires the
agent to run the order through the
phone company’s legal department for
verfificafion. Coming said in rare
cases, the agent might skip the legal
department procedure, but does so at
the risk of his iob.

N~isuse of this system is prevented,
according to one agent, only by "’my

{orce wields
integrity and the integrity of those with
whom I work."

Strength of that integrity is being
questioned on two fronts currently.

A federal grand iury in Houston is
investigating charges of illegal
wiretapping by police officers.
Houston Police Chief Carrol M. Lynn
says "sophisticated wiretaps" have
been used witl~ the aid and support of
Bell employes.

Bell has denied the charges.
In San Antonio, a former Bel!

executive, James H. Ashley, and the
family of a deceased phone official,
T.O. Gravift, have filed a $29.2 million
lawsuit against Bell. Among the
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charges fhey make are fhaf the
company used illegal wiretaps.
Gravitt, who was a vice president in

charge of the Bell system in Texas,
died of carbon monoxide poisoning in
.October. He left a suicide note and
memos chargingmiscondu~f by Bell in
rate setting, slush funding and in-
fluence-buying.

And Ashley has charged that the Bell
security force serves an important role
in these activities.

Houston has a security force typical
of those throughout the Bell system.

Jerry Slaughter, chief of Bell
security here, served five years with
the FBI. Two of the five agents under
him are also exFB I.

Of 44 security agents in the South-
western Bell System, 15 are ex-FBI
agents.

A small room in the Houston office is
equipped with devices for monitoring
conversations on selected telephone
lines. Agents call a switching station
and are plugged into fo any Houstpn
telephone desired. Officials here
described the procedure as a relatively
simple one, but Coming of AT&T said
if was an elaborate one which fakes
some time.

The equipment can record on paper
tape the numbers called from the
selected line. With the addition of a
tape recorder, the instrument can also
record conversations. And it’s all
perfectly legal.

"There’s nothing clandestine about
this," said Jim Russell, a security
agent who gave a four of the room to
newsmen after Bell officials earlier
denied the room’s existence.

According to James W. Shaffo, a Bell
attorney, the product of this legal
monitoring is carefully guarded and
surrendered to the FBI only by sub-
poena. This, says Shaffo, is company
J~licy.

Yet, one attorney said "several
scores" of persons have been fried and
convicted on information Bell agents
voluntarily surrendered fo the FBI.

Several cases cited in federal court
records show persons were convicted
of gambling, possession of weapons
and other charges unrelated fo fraud
as the result of phone company
security agents volunteering in-
formation from company wiretaps.

In Houston, Michael Clegg was
convicted in /~arch of defrauding the
phone company after his line was
tapped by Bell agents for four months.

As a result of the Clegg wiretap, fops
were established af several other
towns around the country. In Mem-
phis, Tenn., for example, a listening
post on the phone of one suspec! was




